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ABSTRACT 

A high statistics study of 9 decays into baryon final states has 

been done uith the MARK II detector at SPEAR. A detailed test of bar- 

yon-antibaryon decay modes is presented. Substantial resonance forma- 

tion is observed in multibody decays of the 4’ involving baryons. 

Branching ratios for a large number of decay modes are given, including 

the radiative decay 9 + pijy. The flavor SU(3) forbidden decays 

$ + E2(1385)z’ + charge conjugate are observed uith substantial branch- 

ing ratios. 

a-- 

_- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We begin with a discussion of the implications of the flavor sU(3) 

(SU(3IfI content of the 3(3097) for exclusive final states. Due to the 

large mass difference between the charmed quark and the up, down and 

strange quarks, the 9 is expected to be predominantly a pure charmonium 

state, with very little mixing of lighter quarks. Thus the $ should be 

almost a pure SU(3)f singlet, and its decay amplitude into baryon-anti- 

baryon final states of the same SU(3) f structure should be the same, 

except for phase space considerations. In addition, the decay amplitude 

for non-singlet baryon-antibaryon final states should be strongly sup- 

*- pressed relative to singlet final states. 

Substantial branching ratios for direct photon decays of the 3 are 

a prediction1’10 of QCD. A substantial fraction of the predicted direct 

photon contribution is accounted for by exclusive decays of the $, such 

as 3/7), rn’, rfO(12701, and the recently observedt1pr2 ~~(14201 or 

rE(142DI and rtl(1640). The ratio of the inclusive direct photon width 

to the hadronic width is calculable’3*15 to first order in QCD. The 

predicted (and observed115-17 feature is that the direct photon width is 

suppressed by only about an order of magnitude relative to the hadronic 

width. 

This paper is orgainzed as fol lows: The introduction is followed 

by a discussion of the apparatus. Track and vertex selection is dis- 

cussed in section 3, followed by a discussion of the Monte Carlo simula- 

tion, used for acceptance calculations, as well as the normalizaton cal- 

culation. Section 5 discusses decays of the type’* $ + BeBe, while 

section 6 discusses decays of the type 3 + Breeze. We find excellent 
--;.m 

agreement with the flavor independence of the J, decay to baryon-antibar- 
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yon. Section 7 discusses decays of the typeI 9 + Beb~o. The clear 

evidence for these type of SUf(3) forbidden decays is surprising in 

light of the results of the previous two sections. Section 8 discusses 

radiative decays of the $, while section 9 discusses a large variety of 

three body decay modes of the $. Multi-body decay modes of the + are 

discussed in section 10, while section 11 summarizes the results of this 

paper. 

a-- 

---.* 
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2. THE HARK II APPARATUS 

The RARK II apparatus, as configured for SPEAR operation, has been 

fully discussedto elsewhere, and will only be recalled briefly here. 

Figure 1 shows the detector from a beamline view. Charged particles are 

detected over 85% of 4l~ steradians by 16 cylindrical layers of drift 

chamber immersed in a uniform 4.16 Kilogauss magnetic field. The momen- 

tum resolution cr. for tracks constrained to pass through the beam-beam 

interaction point (IP) is 

QP 
- = J(.OlS)~ + (.007pI*, 
P 

(1) 

*- where p is the momentum in GeV/c. 

Outside the drift chambers is a cylindrical array of 48 time-of- 

flight (TOF) scintillation counters covering 75% of ~TI steradians, hav- 

ing 300 picosecond resolution for hadrons. Outside the TOF system is 

the aluminum magnet coil of 1.36 radiation lengths, followed by eight 

lead-liquid argon (LA) shower counter modules covering 65% of 4a stera- 

dians, with an energy resolution of 12%/JE, where E is in GeV. 

The MARK II is triggered by one or more charged particles identi- 

fied by hardware track processors*’ which take information from selected 

drift chamber layers and the TOF system to form track candidates. For 

the decay modes considered here, the trigger efficiency is22 > 99.7%. 
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3. TRACK AND VERTEX SELECTION 

For decay modes which do not involve weakly decaying particles, we 

require the charged particles to come within 1.5 centimeters in the 

transverse direction and 8 centimeters in the longitudinal direction 

with respect to the IP. To improve momentum resolution, charged tracks 

are constrained to the IP. Such a charged track is called a prong. 

Charged particles are identified by the TOF system. A normal ized 

weight 

(2) 

a-where t,, is the measured flight time, t,(m) is the predicted flight time 

for mass hypothesis m, u is the TOF resolution, and N is the sum of the 

weights, is calculatedZ3 for each of the ~l-# K-, and p-mass hypotheses. 

Track assignments are based on the highest weight of the three. In case 

of inconsistent or missing TOF information, the assignment defaults to a 

pion. The TOF resolution separates proton from kaon at the several 

standard deviation level for momenta less than 1.2 GeV/c. 

The A is detected by its PTI- decay mode, and is selected by cuts on 

the decay vertex. The decay vertex is required to lie within 1.5 centi- 

meters transversely from the line defined by the A momentum vector and 

the IP. In addition, the decay length must be more than -5 centimeters 

from the IP, where the sign of the decay length is determined by the A 

direction. This allows for A decays very near the IP. These loose cuts 

dramatically decrease the beam-gas contamination while eliminating few 

-- real A events. A cut of 1.110 < m(A) < 1.122 GeV/cz on the pn’ mass is 

appl ied, and the decay products are constrained to the decay vertex to 
-m..a!@ 

improve momentum resolution. Figure 2 shows the resultant pn’ mass 
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spectrum after vertex cuts. 

Photons are reconstructed in the lead-liquid argon shower counters. 

Corrections are made in software for correlated detector noise which may 

produce false photons. This analysis uses only the reconstructed photon 

direction but not the measured energy. The detection efficiency for 

photons in the LA fiducial volume is ) 95% for photon energy 

EY > 600 MeV, but falls to zero near EY = 100 MeV due to interactions in 

the magnet coil, electronics noise and depth segmentation. 
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4. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION AND NORMALIZATION 

The detection efficiency for exclusive final states is estimated 

via a Monte Carlo simulation of detector performance. The detector sim- 

ulation has been discussed elsewherez’ and we discuss here only the 

physical assumptions contained within the Monte Carlo generator. 

All Monte Carlo simulations assume a uniform phase space distribu- 

tion, and systematic errors in this assumption are separately estimated 

for each decay mode based on the acceptance and the actual data distri- 

butions. These systematic uncertainties are included in the quoted sys- 

tematic error for each decay mode. 

a- Detailed checks have been madezS on the simulation program for pos- 

sible systematic biases in the efficiencies estimated by the program. 

The biases encountered are almost always small compared to the statisti- 

cal error from the data distributions used in the checks, which ranges 

from 3.7% to 8.4% depending on the check performed. As a result, the 

errors from these checks are added in quadrature with other systematic 

errors as a measure of the uncertainty between the simulation and the 

actual detector performance. 

All of the branching ratio calculations in this paper are of the 

form 

N(X) 
B(3 + Xl = -* (3) 

EN(+) 

where N(X) is the obseved number of events, NC+“) is the number of pro- 

duced +‘s, and E is the detection efficiency. For brevity, we shall 

-e simply quote the result of such a calculation in the text and in table 

6. The details are fully discussed elsewhere.2s 
-mL.lll, 

_- - The number of produced 9 is calculated by knowing the trigger effi- 
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ciency for 3 decays. The trigger efficency calculation has been fully 

discussed in reference 16. It relies on the fact that the charged pions 

from the decay 

Y ” + n+m-9, (4) 

may satisfy the trigger requirements and thus the trigger information 

for the $ decay products may be investigated. This information is used 

to determine the number of produced 9 in the data sample. Table 1 sum- 

marizes the results of these calculations. 

The final quoted systematic error for the measurements presented 
. 

here has folded in quadrature the statistical errors from the bias 

checks, the error in the normalization calculation, and either an esti- 
a*- 

mated model dependent uncertainty based on our acceptance and the decay 

topology, or, for those two body modes where the angular distribution 

has been measured, the uncertainty due to the measured angular distribu- 

tion. 
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5. THE DECAYS $’ + Bega 

In this section, we discuss decays of the type 9 -, BeBe. We first 

discuss the decay 

*:,-, pp. (5) 

The invariant mass distribution for all events with both a proton and 

antiproton identified by TOF is shown in figure 3a), while figure 3b) 

shows the mass distribution for two prong pF events. There is a clear 

signal of events centered near 3.1 GeV/c2, which we attribute to the 

decay (5). 

For events with 3.02 < m(pp) < 3.17 GeV/c2, we plot dN/d(cosB) of 

‘“-the pair in Figure 4a1, where 6 is the angle between the proton direc- 

tion and the positron beam direction. Since the acceptance is constant 

in the region IcosBl < .7, we may determine the angular distribution of 

pp pairs directly from the detected distribution. A fit of the form 

dN 
= No(l + acos2G), (6) 

d(cosf31 

gives 

a = -61 + .23. (7) 

The branching ratio is 

B(+ + pB) = (2.16 t .07 2 .15)X1D-3, (8) 

where in this and all following cases the first error is statistical and 

the second is systematic. Note again that the systematic error includes 

errors in normalization, angular distribution and the Monte Carlo simu- 

lation. 

Figure 5 shows the inclusive momentum spectrum of A and ii at the 3, 

where. we ha\te imposed the additional requirement that the decay vertex 
--;..ar, 

lie at least 8 millimeters in the radial direction from the IP. There 
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is a clear enhancement centered near p = 1.07 GeV/c, which corresponds 

to the decay 

For events which have a A or ii with 1.05 < P < 1.12 GeV/c, we form 

the angular distribution of the A direction, shown in figure 4b). Only 

one A per event is allowed to enter the plot if both are reconstructed. 

The acceptance-corrected distribution is fit to the hypothesis (61, 

which yields the result 

a = .72 + .36. (10) 

We individually fit the momentum distribution for each charge mode, cor- 

rect for acceptance, and combine the results to obtain 
a- 

B($ + A7i) = (1.58 !I .08 ? .19)X1O-3. (11) 

We now turn our attention to the decay 

-4 + to?. (12) 

Figure 6 shows the Aii invariant mass distribution for all events with 

both a reconstructed A and a ii, where the A and ii are selected only by 

invariant mass cuts. There is clear evidence for a peak centered near 

3.1 GeV/c2 from the decay JI + Aii, a broader peak centered near 

2.9 GeV/c2, and a very broad line shape lying below 2.8 GeV/c2, to be 

discussed later. 

We now discuss the enhancement between 2.8 and 3 GeV/c2. Due to 

the small Q  involved in I0 decay, essentially all events from reaction 

(12) have 2.8 < m(Aii) < 3.0 GeV/c2. There are two other possible 

sources for events in this region. The decays 

9 + A7irr0, 

and 

(13) 
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are isospin forbidden and as such are strongly suppressed.26 As a 

result, the events in the region 2.84 < m(Aii) < 2.96 GeV/c2 are predomi- 

nantly from the decav (12). 

Since the I0 is never actually reconstructed, we use the A from the 

I0 decay to measure the I0 direction. Due to the small Q  of the I0 

decay, the lab angle between the A and the I0 is always less than 4O. 

Thus, to a very good approximation, the A direction mimics the Z” direc- 

tion. Figure 7a) shows the folded Iof angular distribution, corrected 

for acceptance. A fit of the form 

dN 
= Ne(l + acoszG), 

dlcosel 
c- 

is done to the angular distribution, from which we get 

(15) 

a= .7 +- 1.1. (16) 

I This yields the result 

B($ + Iof = (1.58 2 -16 r .25)~10-~. (17) 

Finally, we discuss the decay 

J,+m;. y-z+ (18) 

Here, and in what follows, we designate the antibaryon charge with the 

the actual charge of the antiparticle, i.e. the ? is the antiparticle 

of the Z-. Figure 8 shows the invariant mass for AIT- events, where no 

distance of closest approach cuts are made on the additional IT- from the 

the weak decay of the %-. There is a clear enhancement, centered near 

1.32 GeV/c2, indicating Z:- production. For events with 

1.312 < rn(ATr-I < 1.33 GeV/c2, the three body mass is set to the E- mass, 

and the Z’ energy is recalculated. Figure 9 shows the missing mass m, 

opposite the Z- system. There is a clear enhancement, centered near 

1.32 GeV/c2, which comes from the decay (18). Figure 10 shows a beauti- 
-mL.a, 
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ful example of a 9 -* Z-Z+ event. 

The events of figure 9 in the vicinity of mA(Z-) = 1.38 GeV/c2 are 

from background under the Z- peak. The events with m,(Z-1 > 1.5 GeV/c2 

are due to the decay 

J) + m  ; ll”, y-Z+ (19) 

or possibly the SU(3)f forbidden decay 

9,-, 2-Z’(1530). (20) 

Reaction (20) is of particular interest due to the results in section 7 

on SU(3If forbidden decays, but it is difficult to make a positive iden- 
. 

tification due to its low efficiency and the background from reaction 

(19). This experiment cannot separate the two contributions. 
c -~ 

For events which have 1.26 < m,(Z-1 < 1.36 GeV/c2, we plot in fig- 

ure 7b) the folded angular distribution, corrected for acceptance. A 

fit done to the hypothesis (151, gives the result 

a = -. 13 t .55, (21) 

and the branching ratio is 

B(J, + :-?+I = (1.14 ?: -08 2 .20)X10-3. (22) 

Returning to figure 6, we discuss the region below 2.8 GeV/c2. Any 

decay which has a final state topology of Aii~rsr wi 11 populate the region 

below 2.8 GeV/c2. If the decay 

$J-+“W  1040, (23) 

occurs with the same strength as the decay $ -, E:-?+ (181, as one would 

expect from isospin considerations, then we would expect a total of 

126 f: 14 events with rntAji1 < 2.8 GeV/c 2 from decays (18) and (231, wnere 

in fact there are 326 t 18 events. It is clear that there are substan- 
-a 

tial contributions below 2.8 GeV/c2 from other processes than decays 

(18) and (231, including decays discussed in section 6, such as (28) and -mL.m 
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(30). 

We now compare the results of this section. Table 2 shows the 

reduced branching fraction lMl2 for all decays of the type 

(24) 

where we have dividedz7 out the phase space factor of 

nP 
Rt =--- 

& 
(25) 

corresponding to two body phase space, and have combined in quadrature 

statistical and systematic errors. Here p is the momentum of the final 

state paritcles in the 9’ rest system. As mentioned in the introduction, 

if the 9 is an SU(3)f singlet, the matrix elements for JI + BaBa should 
a-~ 

be the same. All four of the reduced branching fractions in table 2 are 

consistent with the 9 being a pure SlJ(3)f singlet. 

Table 3 summarizes the measurements of angular distributions for 

the decays 9 + BeBe. These are compared to two recent calculations, 

oneta in the asymptotic limit, and the othert9 including mass effects. 

The data tend to prefer the latter calculation. 
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6. THE DECAYS JI -, B,oB,o 

We now turn our attention to decays of the type J, + BloBlo. The 

decay 

* + 4++n--, (26) 

naturally arises out of analysis of the reaction J, -) P~TI’TI- (731, dis- 

cussed in section 10. Figure 11 shows the Goldhaber plot for doubly 

charged prr combinations for reaction (731, while figure 12 shows the 

summed pn’ projections of figure 11, illustrating a strong A+* signal. 

We define the square bounded by 1.18 < rn(pTr’J < 1.32 GeV/c2 in figure 11 

*-~ as the signal region for reaction (26). The Monte Carlo is used as an 

estimate of the nonresonant background population. This takes into 

account not only the nonuniform phase space inherent in the Goldhaber 

plot, but also acceptance variations over the plot. The background sub- 

traction yields the result 

B($ + A++ii--1 = (1.10 2 .09 2 .28)x1O-3. (27) 

The decay mode 

JI + t-(1385If+(1385), (28) 

is observed. The inclusive An- mass spectrum has been replotted in fig- 

ure 13a). There is a narrow Z- peak, discussed in section 5, and a 

broader peak centered near 1.38 GeV/ct, which we attribute to the P’q3 

I=1 strange baryon resonance, the E-(1385). For events with 

1.36 < m(Arr’I < 1.41 GeV/c2, we plot the missing mass against the 

E-(1385), shown in figure 14a). There is clear evidence of a peak near 

1.38 GeV/c2, which comes from reaction (28). The background subtraction 

assumes a smooth curve above and below the E-(1385) and yields the 

result 
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B($ -) t-(13851~+(1385)) = C.86 + -18 t .22)x1O-3. (29) 

We can also perform the analogous analysis for the charge symmetric 

mode of reaction (28). The invariant mass of the An system is shown in 

figure 13b). There is a clear peak centered near 1.38 GeV/c2, indicat- 

ing PC13851 production on top of a substantial combinatoric background. 

This distribution differs from that in figure 13a) in that there is no 

corresponding state to the Z-. The missing mass for events with 

1.36 < m(An’) < 1.41 GeV/c2, is shown in figure 14b). There is a peak 

centered near 1.38 GeV/c2, indicating the decay 

-k + t’(1385)~‘(1385). (30) 

A similar background subtraction as above yields the result 
a-~ 

B($‘-, 1+(1385)~-(1385)) = (1.03 2 .24 2 .25)~10‘~. (31) 

We now make the same comparison for the decays 

3 + B,oB,o, (32) 

as was done for the octet baryons in section 5. Table 4 shows the 

reduced matrix elements for decays of the type (32). The three measure- 

ments in table 4 are also in good agreement with each other, again con- 

sistent with the $J being a pure SU(3)f singlet. In particular, there is 

no evidence for isospin violation in the comparison of reactions (28) 

and (30). 
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7. THE DECAYS # + B8ii,o 

We now investigate the SU(3)f forbidden decays of the type 

4’ + B8B,o. As mentioned in the introduction, such decays should be 

strongly suppressed, and the observation of such decays is the first 

indication of a substantial branching fraction for a SU(3)f forbidden 

decay. 

The first decay mode to be discussed is 

+ + t’(1385)f’. (33) 

The t-(13851 is detected by its Arr- decay mode. Events are selected as 

‘a- for the reaction 

3 + Af+n-, (55) 

discussed in section 9 below. We choose ATT- events which have 

1.14 < m,(An-1 < 1.24 as having a f’ recoiling against them. Figure 

l5a) shows the Arr- mass opposite the f’ recoil. If indeed these events 

have a f* recoiling against the ha- system, the events should all have 

at most four charged tracks in them, as the charged Et always decays to 

hf. In addition, some fraction of the time a charged track from the f’ 

decay should miss the IP as the ? decays weakly. The events have been 

hand scanned and are topologically consistent with the event hypothesis. 

Thus. figure 15a) provides good evidence for the SU(3)f forbidden reac- 

tion (33). We fit the peak, using a Breit-Wigner of width 

I-= 40 MeV/c2, which gives the result 

B(# -) I-(1385If’) = (-29 2 .ll 2 .1O)x1D-3. (34) 

We now search for the analogous SU(3)f forbidden effect in the 

charge symmetric mode 
.a-.am 

Jt + t+(1385)f-. (35) 
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Again, events are selected as in section 9 below for the decay 

-4 + As-v+. (57) 

We choose events which have 1.14 < m,(Arr+) < 1.24 as having a z- recoil- 

ing against them. Figure 15b) shows the AIT+ mass opposite the z- 

recoil. There is again good evidence for the SU(3)f forbidden reaction 

(351. We fit the peak in the same way as for the charge symmetric mode, 

which gives the result 

B(# -+ 1+(1385)f-1 = C.31 t .ll t .ll)~lO-~. (36) 

The fact that we see the same SlJ(3)f forbidden effect in two independent 

modes at the same strength is strong corroboration of this striking 

resul t. 
.?- 

As was done in sections 5 and 6, we compare the reduced matrix ele- 

ments for 

+’ + BaE,o, (37) 

shown in table 5. The magnitude of the SU(3)f forbidden effect is large 

especially when compared with the results in tables 2 and 4. This indi- 

cates a sizeable SU(3)f violation in the two body decays of the q. It 

is interesting that SU(3)f forbidden effects do not seem to be present 

in those channels where there is an SU(3)f allowed amplitude. Note that 

while we cannot prove the existence of the reaction 9 -, 2-g+(1530) (181, 

which is another SU(3)f forbidden reaction, the data cannot rule out the 

presence of this reaction at a level comparable to that of reactions 

(34) and (36). 
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8. RADIATIVE DECAYS OF THE J, 

In this section, we search for exclusive radiative decays of the 9, 

predicted to first order in QCD. The search encompasses charged parti- 

cle states opposite the direct photon. Events from the decay 

* + pp7, (38) 

are detected by observing a single photon opposite the pi5 state. More 

than one photon per event is a!lowed due to noise in the LA shower 

counters. Events from the decay $ + pp are eliminated by requiring 

m(pj5) < 2.97 GeV/c2. We cut on the kinematics of the two prong pp sys- 

C-~tem to eliminate multi-pion final states. The variable U E Em - p,c is 

used, where En and pm are respectively the missing energy and missing 

momentum opposite the pP system. We accept a region of -.07 < U < .06 

GeV, which corresponds to a longitudinal band near the bottom of figure 

16. Note that U is related to m,,,2 by the relationship 

mln2cS = Em2 - P,,,~c~ 

= (Em + p,cIU. (39) 

The advantage of the variable U is that the error in the quantity U is 

to first order independent of the energy of the missing r(~rO), whereas 

the error in mra2 increases with the energy of the missing 7(n”). The U 

cut essentially removes all multi-pion final states opposite the proton 

antiproton pair, while losing very little of the single 7(a”I signal. 

It is impossible to discriminate between the reaction (38) and the 

reaction 

-4 + PijTrO, (40) 

in the MARK II detector without photon detection, as the resolution in 
I-;-.- 

mm 2 is not sufficient. Events from (40) are suppressed by using the 
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transverse momentum squared q2 of the photon relative to the missing 

momentum, defined as 

x 
q2 = 4pm2sin2-, (41) 

2 

where x is the angle between the observed photon direction and the 

direction of the missing momentum of the p‘p system. The q2 distribution 

of the observed photon is shown in figure 17. The q2 distributions for 

reactions (38) and (40) exhibit markedly different characteristics.a” 

The q2 distribution of direct photon events is very strongly peaked, 

with = 80% of the events having q2 < .OOl (GeV/c12, while the q2 distri- 

bution of DO events is much broader. The large excess of events with 
a- 

q2 < .OOl (GeV/c12 in figure 17 arises from the decay (38). This region 

will subsequently be referred to as the direct photon signal region. 

We have determinedz5 the contribution to the signal region from 

false photons due to noise in the LA system to be small. The feed 

through from reaction (401 is estimated from the population in the 

region -003 < q2 < .Ol (GeV/c12, where the direct photon contribution is 

negligible. The corresponding contribution for q2 < -001 (GeV/c12 is 

removed. The resulting branching fraction is 

B(J, + pij7) = C.38 t .07 2 .07)~10-~. (42) 

If the direct photon decay proceeds via 9 -* ggr, where the final 

state hadrons result from the fragmentation of the two gluons in a color 

singlet state, the possibility of a two gluon bound state exists.2,1C 

The unsubtracted pF mass spectrum is shown in figure 18. The spectrum 

shown no obvious structure although it is consistent with an enhancement 
ew 

just above threshold, as discussed below in section 9. 

We may also determine the branching fraction for J) + pij~lo (40) 
---.sJa 
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using the q2 distribution. The region beyond q2 = .003 (GeV/c)2 is 

essentially free of other backgrounds, and yields a result consistent 

with the result obtained in section 9 without use of the LA system. 

This result is a good confirmation of the performance of the LA shower 

counters as estimated by the simulation. 

The MARK I experiment reported31 

B(3 -) pij~) < .11X1O-3, (43) 

(2 15% systematic errors) as the 90% CL upper limit. The 7 branching 

fraction (42) is a factor of 3 larger than the MARK I upper limit (43). 

The MARK II shower counter efficiency has been found to be in good 

agreement with the Monte Carlo simulation, e-~ and consequently we are con- 

fident of the result (42). 

We have also looked for direct photon decays of the J1 in the four 

- prong-exclusive channel with two charged pions in addition to the dibar- 

yon system. The selection criteria for this channel are completely 

analogous to that for the decay 9 * pii (38). For these events, we plot 

the quantity U for the prj~r’n‘ system, shown in figure 19. Events from 

the decay 9 -) pB are eliminated by requiring m(pB) < 2.99 GeV/c2. There 

is a clear band of events located near the bottom of figure 19, which is 

consistent with the decays 

JI + piilT+Tl-7, (44) 

and 

\I, + pijlT+TT-ll”. (45) 

Figure 20 shows the q2 of the observed photon relative to the miss- 

ing momen turn of the ~BTI*TI- system. Events with four prong mass 
-w 

> 2.99 GeV/c2 have been eliminated to remove -4 -b pFa+a- events. There 

is no evidence32 for a direct photon opposite the pBn+~r- system. 
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Taking q2 < 1X10v3 (GeV/c12 as the signal region, we place a limit 

of 

B(3 -) pij~~+n-71 < .79x1O-3, 

at the 90% confidence level. 

(46) 

f- 
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9. THREE BODY DECAY MODES OF THE $’ 

We nou turn our attention to the large variety of three body decay 

modes of the +. As will be shown, nearly all three body decay modes 

with a baryon-antibaryon pair which are allowed proceed at a rate of 

order 1X10m3. We first discuss the reaction 

4 + PijlTO. (40) 

As previously mentioned, we cannot separate the reaction \I + pijr (38) 

from the decay + -, pBn” (40) without photon detection. The contribution 

from reaction (38) was ascertained in section 8, and the remainder of 

*-~ events in the region -.07 < U < .06 of figure 16 are due to the decay 

(40). Events from the decay J, + pij are removed by requiring 

m(pj5) < 2.99 GeV/c2. We take the U projection of figure 16, shown in 

figure 21. The bins about U = 0 are fit to a Gaussian, shown as a solid 

line in figure 21. The expected feed down from $ + pB7 (38) events is 

subtracted, which yields the result 

B(+ + pBlr”) = (1.13 ? .09 + .O9)X1O-3. (47) 

Figure 22 shows the mass spectrum of pP pairs for those events con- 

sistent with either a missing no or 7. A striking feature is a clear 

threshold enhancement for pp mass below 2 GeV/c2. Note that the events 

in figure 22 are predominantly from + + pijlr” (401, but that this thresh- 

old enhancement also shows up in figure 18, which is known to corre- 

spond to direct photon events. 

There is another argument which supports the interpretation of this 

enhancement as associated with a photon. If it were associated with a 

llo, then the isoscalar nature of the $ demands the pij system be in an 
-sA;a, 

I = 1 state. It must therefore also show up as an enhancement in the 
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charge symmetric reaction 9 -P piin- (48). The Dalitz plot in figure 24 

shows no such enhancement at low p7;j\e mass as one would expect for an 

I = 1 state. 

We now turn our attention to the charge symmetric three body decay 

mode, The mm2 opposite the pn’ system is shown in figure 23, for each 

charge mode separately as well as the sum. There exists a clear peak of 

events centered about mm2 = .88 (GeV/c212 , which we attribute to the 

decay 

9 + piilr-. (48) 

The mn2 spectrum of each charge mode is separately fit to account 

for differences due to nuclear interactions within the material between 
a--~ 

the interaction point and the first drift chamber layer. Note that we 

do not assume the charge conjugate mode in this paragraph. We obtain 

the results 

B($‘+ phn-1 = (2.02 + .07 2 .16)~10-~, (49) 

and 

B($ + jjnn’) = (1.93 2 .07 2 .16)X1O-3. (50) 

Since the $ is an isoscalat-, we can make an absolute prediction for the 

ratio of these two decays and the decay JI -, pijrr” (40). From simple 

Clebsch-Gordan arguments, it follows that the branching fractions 

$ + pijlle, 9 + Pnn+, and 9 + piin‘ should be in the ratios 1:2:2. The 

results of this experiment (471, (491, and (50) are 

1:1.71 2 .25:1.79 + -25, in good agreement with this prediction. 

The events from reaction (48) are kinematically fit to the hypothe- 

sis 9 -, piin-. For the 2356 events with successful fits we form the Dal- 

it2 plot, shown in figure 24. The depopulations at high mz(i?n-) and 

high m2(fip) are due to the kinematic cutoffs for soft pions and protons - _ i ;* 
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in the apparatus. There is clear evidence for resonance formation in 

the iln- system. The skew of the resonance band in the iin- system near 

2.2 (GeV/c212 may be due to the interference of two similar 9 decay 

amplitudes with the same final state. 

We note that if G-parity is a good symmetry for the decay under 

study, then the Dalitz plot for figure 24 should be symmetric about the 

line m2(pn-) = m2(fin-), except for acceptance corrections. In addition, 

the Dalitz projections, shown in figures 25 and 26 should appear simi- 

lar. There is clear evidence of a peak near 2.25 (GeV/c2)2 in figure 

26, which we attribute to the decay 

# -, pfl-(1440-1535). (51) 
a--~ 

The evidence in figure 25 is less compelling. Here we denotetS by 

N(1440-1535) unresolved baryon resonances in the region of 

m2(nn:) = 2.25 (GeV/c2)2. In addition, there mayt5 be other resonance 

behavior near 2.8 (GeV/c2j2 in figure 26. In both cases there is evi- 

dence for destructive interference near 2.5 (GeV/c212 . The background 

is estimated by comparison with the phase space Monte Carlo, modified by 

the observed shape outside the resonance region. This yields 

B($ -, pN-(1440-1535)) = c.93 + .15 + .32)x1O-3. (52) 

Note that a number consistent with G-parity conservation is gotten from 

a similar analysis of the pn- channel. 

A similar three body decay mode of the q is the reaction 

-I -b A++ijn-. (53) 

This decay mode arises naturally out of the discussion in section 10 

regarding the decay $’ + pFn+a- (73). Figure 11 shows the distinct bands 

originatingwfrom A++ production. The reaction 3 -, AttA” (26) has been 

discussed in section 6, and the remaining A** production is due to reac- *_ i -.er, 
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ton (53). The Monte Carlo is used for an estimate of the nonresonant 

background, which yields the result 

fj(+ + At+j5n-) = (1.58 t .23 2 .4O)XlO-3. (54) 

We now investigate the decay 

-4 + AZ+n-. (55) 

Candidate events are selected by taking An’ events, where the n’ is 

required to satisfy the tight distance of closest approach cuts dis- 

cussed in section 3. In addition, the n‘ is required not to originate 

from another secondary vertex. Events with 1.3 < m(hn-1 < 1.32 GeV/c2 

are removed to eliminate events originating from Z- decays. For the 

remaining events, ue plot the missing mass opposite the An‘ system, 
.?- 

shown in figure 27a). There is a clear enhancement centered near 1.18 

GeV/c2, which comes from reaction (551, a smaller peak near 1.32 GeV/c2 

from feedthrough due to reaction $ * Z-2’ (181, as well as a peak near 

1.38 GeV/c2 from E-(1385) production. 

We now discuss the background subtraction. Events containing a 

real An- must have either a in* or a stable particle like the f’ recoil- 

ing against it in order to simultaneously conserve charge, strangeness 

and baryon number. As An- threshold is about 1.25 GeV/c2, the back- 

ground must radically change slope in the vicinity of the higher edge of 

the E- peak. The background is taken as a smooth curve whose slope 

changes quickly near this threshold, which yields the result 

B($ -) Af’n-1 = (1.53 2 .17 t .38)~10-~. (56) 

We now turn to the charge symmetric mode and plot the missing mass 

opposite the An+ system, shown in figure 27b). While the An’ can be the 

decay of a Z-, here no such decay is present. There is good evidence 

for an enhancement on top of a combinatorial background, centered near l ec.e& 
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1.18 GeV/c2, which we attribute to the decay 

J, + AZ-n+. (57) 

The background is subtracted as above which leads to a branching ratio 

B(3 + AZ-n’) = (1.38 ? .21 + .35)XlO-3. (58) 

We extend our three body search to include heavier mesons opposite 

the NiI system. Figure 28 shows the mm2 opposite two prong pP events. 

There is a clear enhancement centered at mm2 = .3 (GeV/c212, which we 

attribute to the decay 

3 + PI%. (59) 

A fit is done to figure 28, shown as a solid line, which yields the 

result 
.?- 

B($ + pijq) = (2.03 ? .13 t .161~10-~. (60) 

These events are kinematically fit to the event hypothesis 3) + pijq. 

For the 1101 events which have successful fits, we form the Dalitz plot 

for the events, shown in figure 29. The depopulations at high p’~) mass 

are due to detector inefficiencies for soft protons. The Dalitz plot 

exhibits a highly nonuniform population which peaks at low pq mass, and 

is poorly described by phase space. This may be seen by plotting the p’~) 

projections in figure 30. The projections tend to peak at 

y 2.52 (GeV/c212 , but there is no clear evidence for resonance forma- 

tion. The Stql nucleon state NC15351 has a substantial branching frac- 

tion (- 55%) into N7), and we may be seeing the influence of this reso- 

nance. Al ternatel y, this effect may be interpreted as the dominance of 
G  

one pE partial wave in the decay, leading to broad enhancement near the 
h 

maximum of the allowed pi3 mass. 

Another three body decay we consider is the reaction 
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This analysis naturally arises out of the results in section 10 

regarding the decay 3 -) pijn’n- (731, where the 9 -* Ax and JI -, ActA-- 

events have been removed. Figure 31 shows the n’n- mass plot for the 

remaining events. No evidence is seen for the decay (61). Attributing 

events in the region .71 < m(n’n-1 < -79 GeV/c2 to reaction (611, we 

obtain a 1 imit 

B(3 + pFp”) < .31X1O-3, (62) 

at the 90% confidence level. 

The decay 
. 
9 + pijo, (63) 

however, is clearly present. Figure 32 shows the missing mass against 

the pij system, where now we allow more than two charged prongs in the 

event due to the w decay modes. There is a clear enhancement centered 

near ;78 GeV/c2, which comes from reaction (63). We fit the missing 

mass spectrum, and obtain 

B($’ -) ppo) = (1.10 t .17 t .18)~10’~. (64) 

The constrained Dalitz plot for reaction (63) has been investigated. No 

evidence for resonant behavior is found, 

The decay 

9 + Pi%‘, (65) 

is kinematically just al lowed. Since the decay ‘I)’ -* 7)nn has a very 

small Q  value, the ‘I)’ is detected via its p”7 decay mode. The branching 

fraction of the I)’ to p”7 is much smaller than to qnn, but this is com- 

pensated bythe increase in detection efficiency for the p”7 decay mode, 

where the 7 is not observed. Figure 19 shows the quantity U versus the 
-w 

mass of four prong pEr+n‘ events. There is a clear band of events cen- 

tered near near the bottom of figure 19, which are consistent with the 
---.ar* 
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decays 

and 

+ + pi%r+n-7, (44) 

-k -) pijn’n-no (45) 

As in the JI -* pFl.r0(7) case, we cannot distinguish between (44) and 

(45) without photon detection. For events which fall in this band, we 

perform a one constraint fit to the event hypothesis (44). For the 211 

events of 4 prong mass < 3 GeV/c2 with successful fits, we plot the 

n+n-7 mass* shown in figure 33. There is a small but narrow enhancement 

centered at = .95 GeV/c2, which we attribute to reaction (65). Note 

that the 7 from the 3’ decay is so soft that we cannot observe it in our 
*- 

apparatus, consistent with the result (46). Taking as the signal region 

the two bins centered at .945 and .955, we find 

B(q + p(jn’) = c.68 ? .23 t .17)~10-~. (66) 

Charged kaon production is observed in events containing baryons at 

the 9. The missing mass for two prong pK- events is shown in figure 34. 

There are two clear peaks in the vicinity of 1.15 GeV/c2. The first 

peak, centered near 1.115 GeV/c2, we attribute to the decay 

-4 -+ BAK’, (67) 

while the peak centered near 1.19 GeV/c2 comes from the decay 

9 + fiToK+ . (68) 

Due to the proximity of the A and the to masses, we simultaneously 

fit the missing mass spectrum of both peaks, shown as a solid line in 

figure 34. The simultaneous fit properly accounts for the background 

under the peaks, whence 

Bt+ + gAK+) = t.89 ?: .07 f: .14)x10-3, (69) 

and 
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BC-4’ + pIoK+) = ( 29 + .06 2 .O5)X1O-3 . . (70) 

We have also investigated the constrained Dalitz plot for events consis- 

tent with reaction (67). No evidence was found for any resonance forma- 

tion. 

There is al so a broad but unmistakable peak centered near 

1.38 GeV/c2 in figure 34, which we attribute to the decay 

9’ + ~E0(1385)K+. (71) 

The same data has been refitted to a Breit-Wigner form, shown as a 

dashed line in figure 34. This yields the result 

B($‘-) PE0(1385)K+)‘= (-51 t .26 ? .18)~10’~. (72) 
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10. MULTIBODY DECAY MODES OF THE JI 

We now investigate decay modes of higher multiplicity. Mu1 tibody 

decay modes usual ly have large resonant contributions, which must be 

measured to determine the nonresonant contribution. We first dicuss the 

decay 

+ -+ pPn+n-, (73) 

whose major background is the decay + + ATi. We remove these events by 

making the Goldhaber plot for pn- combinations, and requiring all fur- 

ther events to lie outside a circle of radius 10 MeV/c2 about the nomi- 

“-nal ATi mass point. For these events, we plot the mass of the ppn+nn- 

sys tern, as shown in figure 35. There is a clear excess of events cen- 

tered at 3.1 GeV/c2, which we attribute to reaction (73). We take as 

the signal region 3.05 < m(pPn+n-1 < 3.14 GeV/cz, which yields the 

result 

B($ + pPn+rr’1 = (6.46 2 .17 2 .43)~10-~. (74) 

The summed pn’ projections for reaction (73) have been plotted in 

figure 12. The sol id histogram corresponds to a Monte Carlo phase space 

calculation normalized to the same number of events as the data. Taking 

the signal region as 1.18 < m(pn’) < 1.32, and using phase space as an 

estimate of the background, the number of pn+ combinations originating 

from A++ decays is 678 + 39 pairs. Note that events from the decay 

9 + A++i-- (26) will be counted twice in this plot. The fraction of 

time, f, a pn+ pair will be resonant as a A++ is 

-_ f (pn+ as A++) = .195 t .030 ? .049. (75) 

Much .of the A” production comes from reaction (261, discussed in sec- 
-m&.* 

“- 
tion 7. while the residual production comes from the decay J, -, A++Fn- 
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(53). 

The A++A-’ region, as defined in section 6, is removed from further 

analysis. We now return our attention to the pn- system. Shown in fig- 

ure 36 is the invariant mass of the pn‘ combinations. There is a slight 

excess of 78 t 22 events, centered near 1.22 GeV/c2, which we attribute 

to the neutral P’33 resonance the PO. Correcting for the A++A-- region 

subtracted out which reflects into the pn- signal region, we can quote 

the fraction of the time, f, that the pn- system is in a A0 

f(pn- as A01 = .029 + .008 2 .007.’ (76) 

Since the 1c is an isoscalar, ill four of the I = 312 isospin states 

should be evenly populated. Consequently, the fraction of A++ pairs 
*- 

should be nine times that of the A0 pairs, as the A0 decays to pn- only 

one third of the time. The ratio is 

f (pn+ as A+*) 
= 6:7 t 3.2, 

f(pn- as A01 
(77) 

consistent with isospin conservation. 

We now discuss the reaction 

* * ppn+n-no. (45) 

From the null result the for reaction 9 * ppn’n-7 (441 obtained in sec- 

tion 9, we attribute essentially all events in the band centered near 

U = 0 to reaction (45). The quantity U is shown in figure 37 for all 

events with m(ppn’n-1 < 3 GeV/c2. Included are contributions from 

3 + p@,~ (631, and JI -, pijn (59). Figure 38 shows the missing mass 

against the pF system for these events, where the events have been con- 

strained to the event hypothesis (45) to improve mass resolution. The 

contributions from the decays (63) and (59) are clearly visible. These 

resonant contributions have been calculated and agree well with the pre- --;.Ma 
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vious calculations. A subtraction of these contributions yields the 

result 

B(+ + pFntn-nO) = (3.36 ? .65 2 .28)~10’~. (781 
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11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Table 6 summarizes the measurements made by this experiment. A 

comparison to those previously reported by the MARK I experiment is also 

given. A substantial number of new decay modes have been measured, 

while the results of this experiment are in good agreement with those of 

the MARK I experiment. 

This experiment has measured a number of two body decay modes of 

the $, which allow a detailed test of the SU(3)f structure of the 9. 

The results of sections 5 and 6 regarding the decays $ + BeBa (24) and 

a- q + B,eB,o (32) are totally compatible with the 9 being a pure SU(3)f 

singlet. However, the results of section 7 on the decays $+ Be~,o (37) 

give within the limited statistics the first indication of a substantial 

branching ratio for a SU(3)f forbidden decay. It seems surprising that 

the SU(3)f forbidden amplitude in section 7 does not appear to influence 

the results of sections 5 and 6. 

-- 

_- 

The exclusive radiative decay 9 + pijr (38) has been observed with a 

rate relative to the decay J, + pp (5) comparable with that of the first 

order inclusive QCO prediction. This experiment is not sensitive enough 

to observe any other exclusive direct photon decays involving baryons. 

There is no conclusive evidence for a bound state opposite the direct 

photon, although a broad enhancement near threshold is observed in 

events consistent with the decays 9 + pijr (38) and 9 + pBn” (40). 

We have presented in section 9 measurements of a large variety of 

three body decay modes of the 9, nearly all of which have branching rat- 

ios of order lX10m3. The exception is the decay 9 + pijp”, which appears 
‘-&.a, 

suppressed. This is particularly interesting in that the decay 9 + pijo 
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(63) is not suppressed relative to the other allowed three body states. 

Included in these measurements are several charge symmetric modes. 

These measurements are totally consistent with the JI being an isoscalar. 

Substantial resonance formation is observed in three or more body decay 

modes of the JI. Both A” and A0 production are observed in the decay 

3 + piin’n’, at rates again consistent uith the J, being an isoscalar. 
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Table 1: Summary of produced J, by run cycle 

Run cycles 1 and 2 6.57x10s 
Run cycle 3 (no LA system) 6.64x105 
TOTAL 1.32~10~ 

a-- 

Table 2: Reduced branching fractions lMl2 for $ + BeB8 
(units of 10m3) 

Decay mode Value 

* + PP 1.73 r .13 
9 + ATi 1.45 2 .18 
* + IOFO 1.58 5 .30 
+I + z-z+ 1.39 + .26 

Table 3: Angular distributions for 3 + B8E8 

(a for 1 + acos2f3 angular distribution) 

This experiment Reference 28 Reference 29 

9 + Pij .61 k .23 1 46 
-4 + liii . 72 2 .36 1 :32 
$/ + pzo .7 + 1.1 1 .31 
++-; y-L+ -.13 t .59 1 . 16 
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Table 4: Reduced branching fractions lMi2 for 3 + BOOBOO 
(units of 10m3) 

Decay mode Value 

9 + A++&-- 1.12 t .30 
$‘-) I-(1385)~+(1385) 1.21 2 .40 
3 + X+(1385)?-(1385) 1.48 + .46 

a-- 

Tab le 5: Reduced branching fractions INI for J, + B8Bqo 
(units of 10m3) 

Decay mode Value 

4’ + t-(1385If+ .37 ?r .20 
3 + 1+(1385)f- .39 t .20 
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fable 6: Summary of $ decay modes (units of lO-3) 

becay mode Events c B  for this experiment NARK 13' 
(+ 15% sys. errors.1 

1 + Pij 1420 ?: 37 .497 2.16 2 .07 2 .15 (8) 2.2 f .2 
b * hi 365 + 19 .176 1.58 ? .08 ? .19 (11) 1.1 f .2 
:, -b -pp 90 z 9 .043 1.58 + .16 2 .25 (17) 1.3 2 .4 
# + z-z+ 194 +- 14 .129 1.14 + .08 t. .20 (22) 1:4 +- .5 
$ + A'+a-- 233 f 19 .160 1.10 f .09 f .28 (27) 
+ + t-(1385If*(l385) 56 + 14 .050 86 + .18 2 .22 (29) 
$ + 1+(1385)f-(1385) 68 2 16 .050 1:03 2 .24 t .25 (31) 
9 + S-(1385)? 26 2 10 .067 .29 f .ll 2 .lO (34) 
9 + 1+(1385)f- 28 2 10 .068 .31 t .ll 2 .ll (36) 
II + pi57 49 ?: 9 . 195 .38 + .07 + -07 (42) < .ll 
J, -a piin’ll-7 < 12 .023 < .79 (46) 
9 + ppilo 685 + 56 458 

1482 
1.13 2 .09 2 .09 (47) 1.00 2 .15 

9 + piin- 1288 + 47 2.02 2 .O?' t .16 (491 2.16 2 .29 
(incl. pR-(1440-1535) 

9 -+ pnn+ 1191 f 47 -467 1.93 2 .07 ? .16 (50) 2.04 + .27 
(incl. 5N'(l440-1535) 

-4 + f?N+(l440-1535) 189 2 31 .153 .93 2 .15 + .32 (52) 
9 -+ A'+pn- 332 + 49 159 1.58 2 .23 + .40 (54) 
-4 + ilf'n- 135 + 15 :067 1.53 2 .17 + .38 (56) 

(incl. S‘(l385)~') 
9 + Af-n* 118 ? 18 .065 1.38 2 .21 f .35 (58) 

(incl. 2+(1385)f-1 
4 -4 PB? 826 2 52 .309 2.03 2 .13 f .15 (60) 2.3 + .4 
9 + PPPO 38 2 16 .158 < .31 (62) 
9 + P B W  486 ? 73 .323 1.10 ? -17 2 .18 (64) 1.6 f .3 
JI + pijn’ 19 f 6 .021 .68 2 .23 2 .17 (66) 1.8 + .6 
$ + pK-ji 307 2 25 .262 .89 2 .07 t .14 (69) 
9'+ pK‘f" 90 ?: 19 .236 .29 + .06 + .05 (70) 
$ -, pK-f0(1385) 89 * 46 132 

:168 
.51 t .26 2 .18 (72) 

9 -B ml+lr- 1435 t 38 6.46 + .17 2 .43 (74) 5.5 * .6 
(incl. A**~-m 

and A**j5~-) 
9 + pPil 'n-nO 364 2 70 .082 3.36 ? .65 + .28 (78) 1.6 2 .6 
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Figure 1: MARK II detector (beamline view). Detector components are 

shown in figure. 
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Figure 2: m(pa- 1 for all pairs after vertex selection, showing the A 
signal . Note that the charge conjugate mode is not included 
in this plot. 
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Figure 3: a1 pp mass for all pairs, and b) two prong events only. The 
peak near 3.1 GeV/cz is from the decay + + pp. 
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Figure 4: a) Angular distribution of pij pairs from the #,, and b) angu- 

lar distribution for JI + Ax (arbitrary units). Solid curves 
” . 

are fits described in the text. 
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Figure 5: Inclusive momentum spectrum of A or ii at the +, a) A, b) ii, 
and c) both h and ii added. The peak near 1.08 GeV/c is due 
to the decay -4 -* Ax. Solid curve is fit described in text. 
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Figure 6: m(C) for all events. The peak near 3.1 GeV/cZ is from the 
decay -4 + hii, the peak near 2.9 GeV/cz is from the decay 
+ + IOf * and the enhancement below 2.8 GeV/c2 is discussed 
in the text. 
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Figure 7: a) $ +E”zo angular distribution, and b) angular distribution 
for $I + z-E+ 

-_ ;-am 
(arbitrary units). Sol id curves are fits 

described in text. The angular distributions have been 
reflected about zero due to low statistics. 
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Figure 9: Missing mass against Z-. The peak near 1.32 GeV/c2 is from 
the decay J, + z-z’, while the enhancement above 1.48 GeV/c2 
is discussed in the text. 



XBL 835 - 213 

Figure 10: An example of a fully reconstructed 9’ + Z-2’ event. Both A’s 
decay over 10 centimeters from the primary vertex, and the Z 
vertices are visible as neither of the other two pions seem 
to come from the primary vertex. Track 1 is an antiproton, 
track 6 is a proton, tracks 3 and 4 are V’S, and tracks 2 and 
5 are a-s. A dot has been sketched to indicate the A ver- 
tices. The numbers next to the small rectangular boxes give 
the approximate TOF in ns. The liquid argon modules were 
inoperative during this run and hence do not register energy 
deposition, indicated by the 0.0 next to each of the charged 
tracks in the LA system. 
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Figure 11: Goldhaber plot of m(pa+) vs. rn(p,-1 from the decay 
3 -, pijTl+ll-. Box is 3 -, h++ii-‘ signal region. 
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Figure 12: m(prr+) for J1 -) P~~IT+B- events. The peak near 1.23 GeV/c2 is 
from the decay A++ -) pvt. Solid histogram is phase space 
distribution normalized to same number of events. 
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Figure 13: a) rn(hv-1, and b) m(hrr+). The peak near 1.32 GeV/c2 in a) is 
from the decay Z- + An-, while the peak near 1.38 GeV/c2 in 
both a) and b) is from the decay X(1385) + An. 
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Figure 14: a) Missing mass against E-(1385), and b) missing mass against 
X+(1385). The peaks near 1.38 GeV/c2 in both a) and b) are 
due to the decays 9 -, 1(1385)~(1385), while the peaks near 
1.19 GeV/c2 in both a) and b) are discussed in the text. 
Here, we denote as I(13851 a ATI system in the mass region 

--;;sr, 

defined in the text. 
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Figure 16: Scatter plot of pp mass versus U, all pp pairs. The band in 
the vicinity of U = . 3 GeV is due to the decay 3 + pFq, while 
the band near U = 0 GeV is due to the decays $ + p~~(~~). 
The dark region near rn(pij) = 3.1 GeV/c2 is from the decay 
+ + pp. 
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Figure 17: qz distribution of observed photons from 4’ + pP7(lr”) events. 
Solid histogram is expected contribution from sum of TIO and 7 
decays, discussed in text. Dashed histogram is direct photon 
contribution only. 
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Figure 18: Mass of pij pairs opposite direct photons. The rise near 
2.9 GeV/c2 is probably due to 9 + pii events coupling with 
noise photons, as the q2 cut is not very stringent for low 
momentum photons. 
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Figure 19: Scatterplot of the quantity U vs. rn(pFu+~-I. The band near 
u = 0 is from the decays $ + p~n*v-~(~~), while the dot near 
3.1 GeV/c2 is from the decay + + pj5n+n-. 
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Figure 20: q2 of observed photon in $ + p~~+~-r(~~) events. Histogram 
is expected contribution from 3 + P~~T+TT-~TO. 
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Figure 21: The quantity U for all two prong pp pairs with 
rn(pij) < 2.97 GeV/c2. The peak near U = 0 is from the decays 
+ -+ pfir(rrO). 
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Figure 22: pP mass for events consistent with a missing 7(a”). Note the 
enhancement near threshold. 
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Figure 23: mm2 against NTI system, a) pn-, b) PTI’, and cl both charge 
modes. The peaks near mm2 = .88 (GeV/c212 are from the 
decays 3 3 Bn’n. Solid curves are described in text. 
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Figure 24: Dalitz plot for $ + Fn7r+. The events in the plot are kine- 
matically constrained to the event hypothesis. 
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Figure 25: Dalitz projections for \I) -) Pnn+, a) pa- projection, b) brr+ 
projection, and c) both charge modes added. The peak near 
mm2 = 2.2 (GeV/c212 are from the decays q -) ~0(1440-15351n. 
Solid histogram is phase space prediction normalized to same 
number of events. 
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Figure 26: Dalitz projections for $ + fjnn+, a) iirr- projection, b) nn+ 

projection, and c) both modes added. The peaks near 

mm * = 2.2 (GeV/c212 are from the decays 9 + h-(1440-1535)~. 
Other resonant structure may be present. Solid histogram is 
phase space prediction normalized to same number of events. 
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II Figure 27: a) Missing mass opposite ATT- events, uhere Z- + ha- events 
have been excluded, and b) missing mass opposite An’ events. 
The peak near 1.32 GeV/c2 in a) 
decay J, + Z-z’, 

is from feed through of the 
the peaks near 1.38 GeV/c2 in a) and b) are * 

due to the decays JI + t(1385)f(1385), and the peaks near 
1.19 GeV/c2 in a) and b) are due to the decays 4’ + A&r. 
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Figure 28: mm2 against two prong pj3 pairs at $. The peak near mm2 q 0 

is from the decays 3 + pij?‘(n’), while the peak near 

mm 2 = .3 GeV/c2 is from the decay 9 + pF7). 
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Figure 29: Dalitz plot for 9 + pfj7I. The events in this plot have been 
kinematically constrained to the event hypothesis. 
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Figure 30: pl) projection of 9 + pijq Dalitz plot. The peak near the 
beginning of phase space is discussed in the text. Sol id 
histogram is phase space normalized to same number of events. 
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Figure 31: rn(v’a-1 in 9 -, pij~~+n- events, where \L -) hii and 9 + A++i-- 

events have been removed. Note the absence of a p” enhance- 

ment. 
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Figure 32: Hissing mass against inclusive pj5 pairs at the $. The peak 
near .78 = GeV/c2 is from the decay $ + ppw. Solid line is 
fit discussed in the text. 
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Figure 33: TI’IT-‘Y mass in J) + pPn’1~-7 events. 
is from the decay 3 + pijq’. 
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Figure 34: Missing mass opposite pK’ and j5K’ pairs combined. Note the 
resonant structure. The solid curve is from the simultaneous 
fit to $ + pxK- and $’ + pE°K-, while the dashed curve is from 
the fit to 3 + pE0(13851K-. Both fits are described in text. 
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Figure 35: Mass plot for 4 prong pBlr+n- events, where events with both 

neutral PTI combinations having the The peak near 3.1 GeV/cZ 
is due to the decay $ -, fippbara+n’. A mass have been 

removed. 
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Figure 36: m(pn-1, where + + Ai and $ + lI”&-- events have been sub- 
tracted. The slight enhancement near 1.23 GeV/c2 is from the 
decay A0 + prr-. 
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Figure 37: The quantity U for all pij~~+,- events. 
from the decays 9 -) ppn+n-r(nO). 

The peak near U = 0 is 
Sol id curve 

described in text. 
is fit 
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Figure 38: Missing mass opposite the pp system for 9 + ~~IT+TI-IT~(~) 
events. The events in this figure have been constrained to 
the hypothesis # + pij~tn-~o. The peaks near .55 GeV/c2 and 
.78 GeV/c2 are due to the decays $ -* pija and + -+ pijw, respec- 
tively. 


